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A UVP for the KDM 
 

“Why should I work with your law firm?” - This is one of the simplest questions to ask, and one of the 
hardest, I find, for lawyers to actually answer convincingly. From what I have heard of lawyers dealing 
with this question, in over 50 jurisdictions that I have trained in, their answers can be categorized in the 
following three ways with increasing degrees of persuasiveness:     

 

1. Plain Vanilla answers     

 

This is the most common kind of answer that a prospect is likely to get – especially as many lawyers 
have never had any sales or marketing training at all. Some Plain Vanilla answers might include 
something like “we have highly qualified lawyers”, “we offer a one stop shop for all your legal needs”, “by 
covering X jurisdictions our firm can assist you in cross-border transactions”. These arguments are Plain 
Vanilla in that they probably do not differentiate you from your competitors. Any of the other law firms 
also in Chambers or Legal 500 will be saying the same things. Thus, for the prospect he then has a 
choice between five or six flavours of ice-cream, where all are plain vanilla. Hence, he might simply 
choose the cheapest, and, if you are not the cheapest on the market (I suspect you aren’t) you will then 
not be chosen.   

  

QUESTION 1: What Plain Vanilla arguments can we see you on your firm’s website, or on the website 
of your competitors, in your jurisdiction?   

 

2. Unique Value Proposition (UVP) answers 
    

A better answer to such a question is where you can show a UVP – this is sometimes called a Unique 
Selling Point, or, in simpler terms, a real competitive advantage. What makes your offering better than 
your competitor’s? UVPs will exist on a personal level, for you as a lawyer, on a practice level, on a 
company level, and, if your law firm is in several jurisdictions, or is part of an international alliance of law 
firms, even on a regional or international level.    

 

Please note that regardless of the prospect’s background, you do need to have some common UVPs 
that would work for a broad range of prospects. Thinking that we can tailor a UVP after discussing the 

prospect’s needs is unlikely to work. I may be wrong, but I think that doing so would be incredibly 

difficult. If we use an iPhone as a parallel, there should exist, in the seller’s mind, some concrete UVPs 
regarding this phone compared to the other phones on the market. “What is better about the iPhone 7 
compared to the Galaxy Note 7?” He should be able to answer that. He should have some UVPs 
prepared and committed to memory. By all means, the UVPs presented should be tailored to client needs 
through open questions and discussion but thinking up and improving UVPs is unlikely to be a success 
(they will probably be Plain Vanilla).    
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UVPs can be further categorized into the following three types:   

 

• Synergy UVPs          

 

This is the UVP where 1+1=3. This is where two services complement one another to get better value 
for the client than using two different service providers. A common Synergy UVP that I see across 
Europe and South East Asia is something like “we offer legal and tax advice (DLA Piper, Saint 
Petersburg),” or a less common one would be, “corporate and white-collar crime (Mares, Bucharest)” or 
even “legal and translation services B2B & B2C (TSG, Belgrade).” Synergy UVPs are also great in that 

they encourage the cross-selling of services to prospects and clients thus increasing client retention.   

 

• Niche UVPs     

 

Niche UVPs are when we are the best specialists in a specific niche. This niche could be industry based, 
“We are the best shipping law specialists in Turkey (Ersoybilgehan, Istanbul),” or practice based, “We 
focus on life science law (KNP Law, Budapest),” or even a combined industry-practice Niche UVP, “Our 

strength is in assisting IT firms with their IP needs (Lex, Reykjavik).”   

 

Naturally, when focusing on a Niche UVP we need to be careful, especially in smaller-jurisdictions, to 
not over-segment our target audience, and thus limit ourselves to getting too few prospects. There might 
be a market niche for aerospace law in London, but it would probably be too narrow to apply that Niche 
UVP in Pristina.    

 

• Business Model UVPs    

 

The last of the three UVP types would be the Business Model UVP. This means that our law firm has 
something different in how it operates, in its business model, which translates into clear value for the 
client. An example of this might be in the Quantification of the Plain Vanilla statement “We offer high 
quality legal advice.” Quantification means to translate a subjective general statement into one objective 
statement – with evidence, or quantification, often in number terms.  

 

A Business Model UVP could be “We offer a Six Eye Policy to ensure high quality legal advice, where 
one lawyer writes the advice, his peer reviews it, and then it is finally checked by a partner and sent off. 
Thus, at one blended hourly rate, you can rest assured you have a holistic view on the advice provided 
with input from a team of experts, rather than a solitary specialist (one Lithuanian law firm, Vilnius).”   

 

A competing Lithuanian law firm then presents their Business Model UVP of a “Two Eye Policy: where 
our small team of specialists, all with over ten years’ practice, can quickly and independently provide 
advice, and get it to you immediately, rather than waiting for the review and input of various levels of 
different less experienced lawyers to provide input (another Lithuanian law firm, Vilnius).”  
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Both these Business Model UVPs have their pros and cons, but either would be better than what the 
majority of Lithuanian law firms are saying, in Plain Vanilla terms, that they offer “high quality legal 
advice.”    

 

QUESTION 2: What Synergy UVPs, Niche UVPs and Business Model UVPs can you think of that 
your firm has, or that you have seen from other law firms either in your jurisdiction or in other jurisdictions?  

  

3. “Killer” Unique Value Proposition (KUVP) answers     

 

A “Killer” UVP is simply an extraordinarily persuasive UVP. This is the kind of UVP that will make a 
prospect extremely interested in what you have to offer, since it is a clear and understandable 
communication of high value from what you provide. Naturally, “Killer” UVPs are the hardest to find, the 
hardest to create, but, when you have one, you can easily believe in it, have passion for it, and thus, they 
can then be the easiest for you to “sell”. 

 

From a sales psychology perspective, a “Killer” UVP is likely to help the lawyer in overcoming sales 

reluctance, and might even, in the best case, enthuse them to cold-call or direct-pitch prospects.  

 

Recently, on asking a group of two dozen lawyers in Ljubljana, Slovenia to brainstorm “Killer” UVPs, 
from twenty-four answers over three quarters were actually Plain Vanilla, a handful were UVPs, and 
only two were potentially “Killer” UVPs. I think this shows how difficult it can be to find, and then 
communicate clearly and concisely, such a UVP. “Killer” UVPs can be of any of the three types – 
Synergy, Niche, or Business Model.   

 

Some examples of what I consider “Killer” UVPs can be seen below. Do note, also, that a sign of a true 
“Killer” UVP is that it provokes the immediate answer from the prospect of “How?” This is a very good 
sign. This shows that you have got their attention, and they are interested. However, whatever you do, 
you must not then do the common mistake that I see young lawyers making in every country – you   

must not give a Spoiler which means, you must not give them free legal advice, spoiling your chances 

of getting a meeting.    

 

You don’t want to share with them a great idea, for them to then go and ask internal counsel, or a 
competing law firm, to do it after you explain in great detail what the idea is and how you would do it.    

  

Some examples of potential “Killer” UVPs can be seen below:   
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 “Our real estate practice can influence the property purchase price by plus/minus 10% before the 
deal.”   

 “Our IP law firm can monetize your IP assets.”    

 “Never face bad debts with our assistance.”    

 “Decrease staff turnover and increase staff effectiveness with a blue-collar worker share 
ownership plan.” 

 “Avoid detention of senior management in unexpected police raids with our pre-crisis training.”   

 “Despite the restrictive labour laws of our jurisdiction, we can show you how to create “at-will” 
equivalent labour contracts.”   

 “We can get you significant tax rebates in industry X.”    
 

The next step, when you have a “Killer” UVP is to be able to squeeze the concept down into a simple 
slogan (“never suffer bad debts”, “fire at will” etc.) for ease of communication and idea retention by the 
prospect. This is still necessary even if you have a legally sophisticated prospect – in-house counsel – 
as he will still have to “sell” the idea internally to the KDMs.    

 

QUESTION 3: Discuss the “Killer” UVPs presented. Can we think of, or do we already have, others? 

 

If you have any questions, or would like some help, contact me at any time – john@nixedonia.com 


